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Abstract. The transformation towards the Industry 4.0 paradigm requires companies to manage large amount of data. This poses serious challenges with regards to how effectively handle data and extract value from it. The state-of-the-art research of Enterprise Architecture (EA) provides limited knowledge on addressing this challenge. In this paper, Automated Modeling with Abstraction for Enterprise Architecture (AMA4EA) method is proposed and demonstrated. An abstraction hierarchy is introduced by AMA4EA to support companies to automatically abstract data from Enterprise Systems to concepts, then to automatically create an EA model. AMA4EA was demonstrated at an Industry 4.0 laboratory. The demonstration showed that AMA4EA can abstract detailed data from Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system and Manufacturing Execution System (MES) to be relevant for a business process model that provided a useful and simplified visualization of production process data. The model communicated the detailed business data in an easily understandable way to stakeholders. AMA4EA is an innovative and novel method that contributes new knowledge to EA research. The demonstration provides sufficient evidence that AMA4EA is useful and applicable in the Industry 4.0 environment.
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1 Introduction

The paradigm shift towards Industry 4.0 poses challenges for companies. For example, manufacturing companies implement systems, like Microsoft Azure cloud platform, to leverage
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data collected by Internet-of-Things (IoT) and Cyber Physical Systems. In addition, new Enterprise Systems (ES) will be introduced to replace multiple legacy systems in order to collect more business data from production processes. Therefore, the paradigm shift towards Industry 4.0 demands companies to obtain the ability for handling business data efficiently. Business data are related to the core business of an enterprise, for example data about a production process. Although companies are able to gather large amount of these business data, they have challenges in understanding them and extracting value from them. One of the reasons is that the data gathered is too detailed in different ES, and too difficult to be understood by stakeholders. The current industry practice to cope with this problem is largely dependend on people to analyze and abstract these data manually. This practice is not able to meet the challenges in the business transformation. Recently, Reference Architecture Model Industry 4.0 (RAMI4.0) and Industrial Internet Reference Architecture (IIRA) are proposed to support companies to automatically manage data, for example, implementing a uniform structural metadata for the business data [1]. However, these new initiatives do not provide any automated methods to implement a uniform structural metadata. Thus, a new automated method for Enterprise Architecture is needed to manage and abstract data in order to generate more business value. Also new Enterprise Architecture research is called for handling problems and challenges in the Industry 4.0 environment [2].

Enterprise Architecture (EA) is the discipline that provides a holistic view of an enterprise [3, p. 7]. EA is concerned with modeling the business, application and technology aspects of an enterprise [3]. It is common practice for enterprise architects to develop EA models manually [4]. This manual approach makes EA modeling inefficient, time consuming and error prone [4]-[7]. Therefore, “manual documentation activities pose one of the biggest challenges to EA management” [8, p. 397]. To address these limitations researchers started developing automated EA documentation and modeling methods. However, the state-of-the-art of automated EA documentation and modeling methods is concerned with application and technology aspects and neglects business aspects. Therefore existing automated methods do not adequately address industrial challenges. Moreover, no method addressed the challenge of abstracting the too detailed data from ESs to be relevant for EA models [5], [8]. In addition, explanations of existing automated methods are insufficient to replicate them. The algorithms included in existing methods are described superficially and no article mentioned how the EA models were created and how elements in an EA repository were positioned in the EA model.

In this paper, we aim to cope with the limitations of automated EA modeling methods and address the industry challenges related to Industry 4.0. Therefore, we propose Automated Modeling with Abstraction for Enterprise Architecture, AMA4EA. AMA4EA is a method that automatically abstracts detailed data from ES to concepts. These concepts are further aggregated to be relevant information for EA models, for example EA model related to the business aspect. Furthermore, AMA4EA instantiates automatically the relevant information in elements in an EA repository and creates EA models with these elements. We tested AMA4EA at the Industry 4.0 laboratory at Aalborg University, Denmark. The laboratory provides industrial ES that manage an end-to-end production process. AMA4EA abstracted detailed data from Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system and MES to be relevant for an EA model at a business level. AMA4EA automatically created a business process model that provided a simplified visualization of production process data. The EA model communicated these business data in an easily understandable way to the laboratory manager.

The paper is an extension of our previous work [9] and it is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the related work and the research gap. Section 3 describes AMA4EA. Section 4 presents the demonstration of AMA4EA and its evaluation. The last two sections discuss the findings and conclude the paper.
2 Related Work

2.1 Enterprise Architecture and Enterprise Architecture Modeling

Enterprise Architecture (EA) is a discipline that supports enterprises in managing the complexity of changes impacting the whole enterprise. Different definitions of EA exist [10]. In this paper, EA is defined as a discipline that aims to “effectively implement the overall enterprise strategy by designing the various enterprise facets (governance structures, IT capabilities, remuneration policies, work design, and so on) to maximize coherency between them and minimize contradictions” [10, p. 38].

EA is supported by an EA repository to manage EA elements (e.g. activities, relationships, business actor, business goals, etc.). The structural metadata of EA elements defines what data is stored and in which fields of the element in an EA repository. A uniform structural metadata of EA elements exists when all the elements of a certain type (e.g. activities) store data in the same fields. An EA repository visually represents EA elements in EA models.

EA modeling is at the core of EA discipline. EA modeling is typically structured in three levels of abstraction – business, application and technology – that are defined in [3, p. 76] as follows:

1. “The business layer offers products and services to external customers, which are realised in the organisation by business processes (performed by business actors or roles).
2. The application layer supports the business layer with application services which are realised by (software) application components.
3. The technology layer offers infrastructural services (e.g., processing, storage, and communication services) needed to run applications, realised by computer and communication devices and system software.”

EA modeling is organized in five main activities [3]. The first activity is establishing the purpose, scope and concepts of an EA model. Each EA model has a purpose, for example provide insight into processes or enable business-IT alignment. The purpose restricts the part of reality that will be modelled. The second activity is the selection of the viewpoints to create an EA model to fulfill the requirements of stakeholders. This includes selecting concepts and defining the relationship between concepts represented in an EA model.

The third activity is creating and structuring the model and it involves five actions. When previous documentation is available it is important to (1) “check the validity of any existing model, and (2) incorporate the information on an appropriate level of abstraction” [3, p. 145]. When the information available is not sufficient, (3) additional information is gathered. Based on this information, (4) EA models are created. This involves (5) structuring an EA model by positioning elements in an EA model to “make a model as self-explanatory as possible” [3, p. 157].

Based on the requirements of the stakeholders, the fourth activity visualizing the model focuses on presenting an EA model in an appropriate way. The visualization can use specific modeling notations or templates. The fifth activity includes the use of the representation of the model to communicate with the stakeholders, and iterative maintenance of the EA model to keep the EA model up to date and in line with the stakeholders’ requirements.

2.2 Abstraction in Enterprise Architecture Modeling

EA modeling creates EA models abstracting from reality [3]. Various types of abstraction have been presented in EA literature. Lankhorst et al. [3] and Pulkkinen [11] defined different abstraction levels (Pulkkinen refers to them as dimensions) of an EA model. An EA model can be at a business, application, or technology abstraction level [3]. The choice of the abstraction
level of an EA model is based on the stakeholders using the EA model and the purpose of the EA model.

Furthermore, Lankhorst et al. [3] and Arbab et al. [12] distinguished between abstraction from aspects and abstraction from properties. The abstraction from aspects relates to the selection of a perspective to be used when modeling an entity. For example, modeling only the functional aspects of a manufacturing equipment and not its structural aspects. Following the abstraction from aspects, the abstraction from properties limits the properties considered when modeling an entity. In the remaining of the paper, we will refer to properties also as fields. This abstraction selects the properties that are modelled from all the available properties pertaining to an aspect (e.g. business, application or technology). When modeling using existing data that are included in an EA model, it is required to relate the fields of the data source with the fields of the system receiving the data.

For example, performing abstraction from properties extracting only a subset of the fields available in an ES and relating them one-to-one with fields of an EA element in an EA repository. This type of alignment is also called “mapping” [4], [13].

Arbab et al. [12] presented the generalization abstraction. Generalization relates data to concepts. For example, the generalization of a manufacturing operation with ID 10 in an ERP system consists in relating this data to the drilling concept.

The hierarchical abstraction aggregates and combines concepts [6], [14]. It leverages an abstraction hierarchy to organize various concepts on different hierarchy levels and relate them with each other. Although different hierarchical abstraction exists, for example time or organizational abstractions, only two are relevant for this paper. From an analytical approach, structural abstraction is concerned with “the concept of part-whole physical decomposition” where the hierarchical levels of a system help classifying the physical structure or granularity of a system [14]. It is used to break down the structure of a system in its components in order to facilitate their analysis. It is applied iteratively until the system is decomposed to the level of detail required. Examples of industrial standards of structural abstraction include the EA Enterprise-Domain-System decomposition [11] and the equipment hierarchy in the IEC 62264 / ISA-95 standard [15] which is also included in RAMI4.0 [1]. Another hierarchical abstraction is the functional abstraction and it relates to a multi-level hierarchy for describing the functional structure of a domain [14]. It “is defined as many-to-many structural goal-means relationships between adjacent levels” [14, p. 579]. The higher level of a particular function “explains the reasons why the function is designed, whereas its lower level illustrates how the function is actually implemented” [14, p. 579]. The five abstraction levels of a functional hierarchy are listed from top level to the bottom level [14, pp. 577, 579]:

1. **Functional Purpose (FP)** “represents the ultimate functions that a work domain should fulfil.” [14]
2. **Abstract Function (AF)** “describes how and in what priority Generalized Function-level functions work together to realize FP-level functions” [14]
3. **Generalized Function (GF)** defines the more concrete functions that “should be implemented to realize the ultimate functions identified at the FP level. They are sometimes called as purpose-related functions.” [14]
4. **Physical Function (PF)** “represents how GF-level functions are implemented more concretely or physically. PF describes physically implemented functions (e.g. electrical, mechanical, and chemical functions) that can be identified from the physical states of a component or physical objects.” [14]
5. **Physical form (P)** represents “the visible appearance and form of components and devices designed in a work domain.” [14]
2.3 Automated Enterprise Architecture Documentation and Modeling Methods

There are two automated EA methods. One is automated EA documentation that relates to the collection of new data necessary for creating an EA model. The other is automated EA modeling that includes an automated EA documentation method and instantiates the data collected in elements in an EA repository. Automated EA modeling also positions these elements in an EA model. We analyze each method with regards to the five actions related to the creating and structuring EA models (see Section 2.1). Furthermore, we analyze the methods with regards to the abstraction types (see Section 2.2) and summarize our analysis in Table 1.

Farwick et al. [8] developed a method for automated EA documentation. The method included four techniques [8]: (1) task based reminders, (2) automated structured data collection, (3) external event triggers, and (4) internal model event triggers. Among these techniques, three of them (1, 3, and 4) notified the users that an EA model needed to be revised. The automated structured data collection technique focused on the collection of structured data. The purpose of this technique was “the reuse of external structured data sources into the EA model in order to reduce or even eliminate the manual data collection effort for specific model elements in the repository” [8, p. 408]. The automated structured data collection technique was divided in three main activities: (1) import data from data source to EA repository, (2) assess if manual intervention is required to import data or if it can be fully automated; (3) instantiate elements in an EA repository, either manually by an enterprise architect or automatically. Farwick et al. [8] neither mentioned how the automated activities are executed or how elements were automatically instantiated in the EA repository and the EA models automatically created.

The method gathered data and created EA models automatically. However, Farwick et al. [8] did not explain how the method created EA models and how elements were positioned in EA models. As shown in Table 1, the method was useful exclusively for EA models in the application and technology abstraction levels. Furthermore, the method performed the abstraction from properties by eliminating irrelevant details from the data collected. The method also mapped the fields of the data source to the fields of the element in the EA repository. Other types of abstraction were not mentioned.

The automated EA modeling method was a “method for automatic generation of EA models with respect to the complex IT architectures of enterprises” [4, p. 839]. Buschle et al. [16] outlined the method and other researchers further applied and developed it [4], [13], [17]. This automated EA modeling method collected data using prevalently network scanner applications [16]. The method instantiated the data collected in elements of ArchiMate modeling notation in EA Analysis Tool (EAAT) EA repository. The automated EA modeling method was divided in two main activities [4]: (1) metamodel alignment and (2) EA model generation. The first activity focused on mapping fields from the data source (e.g. network scanner application) to the fields of the elements of ArchiMate (see abstraction from properties in Section 2.2). The second activity instantiated the data gathered into elements in EAAT. This activity included the creation of an EA model with these elements automatically.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abstraction levels</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business level</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>(X)†</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application level</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology level</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† Limited coverage
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abstraction from aspects</th>
<th>N/A</th>
<th>N/A</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>N/A</th>
<th>N/A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abstraction from properties</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generalization</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hierarchical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural abstraction</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although the method did not analyze existing documentation, it automated the gathering of new information, the creation of an EA model, and the structuring of an EA model. However, while a logical explanation was provided for the first activity, a logical explanation in support to the instantiation of elements in EAAT and positioning of elements in an EA model was not fully explained. As presented in Table 1, the method [4], [13], [16], [17] covered the automation of EA models related to the application and technology abstraction levels. Examples and cases related to the abstraction from aspects and properties, and generalization abstraction were also included. However, the method presented elements at the business abstraction level only in [4]. The contribution was restricted only to the concept of “Business actor” in ArchiMate modeling notation [4]. Moreover, the authors realized that their contribution was not reliable since “the accuracy of Business actors could not be evaluated” [4]. Therefore, this method is not adequate for creating EA model at the business abstraction level. No evidence was found that this method implemented an abstraction hierarchy.

In summary, current research on automated EA documentation and modeling has three limitations. The first limitation is that existing methods insufficiently covered the business abstraction level. Although [4] attempted to include the "Business actor" element pertaining to the business abstraction level, the authors realized that their contribution was not reliable [4]. Existing automated EA documentation and modeling methods do not adequately cover business aspects and therefore cannot support stakeholders in managing business data.

The second limitation is concerned with the fact that data from ESs is too detailed to be useful for creating EA models. Since Hauder’s et al. survey [5] reported this as the main challenge for automated EA documentation, no method fully addressed this challenge. This is still an open research area, as highlighted by [8]. Also in this case, existing automated EA documentation and modeling methods fall short in supporting stakeholders to understand the detailed business data from ESs.

The third limitation is the superficial explanation of existing automated EA documentation and modeling methods. The logical explanation of the automated methods is largely missing. This limitation inhibits stakeholders implementing automated EA documentation and modeling methods to apply a uniform structural metadata for business data. The expected increase in the amount of data managed by future ESs will further increase the need for uniform structural metadata for business data.

### 3 Automated Modeling with Abstraction for Enterprise Architecture (AMA4EA)

AMA4EA is the method to automatically abstract detailed data from ESs to concepts. The abstraction is achieved through the use of AMA4EA environment. AMA4EA environment is a system that abstracts data, for example from ESs, following predefined abstraction hierarchies. AMA4EA also instantiates the relevant information in an EA repository and creates EA models automatically.

AMA4EA requires four roles. A stakeholder (S) initiates the modeling process and specifies his requirements. An enterprise architect (A) manages the execution of AMA4EA. The architect
collaborates with the stakeholder to define the purpose, scope and concepts of the desired EA model. A data source manager (DSM) is responsible for the ES that provides data for AMA4EA. DSM makes available the information about the ES, ensures that the system has the interfaces to extract data for AMA4EA and guarantees the data quality. A subject-matter expert (SME) has knowledge on particular subjects or technologies. A SME, in some cases, may collaborate with the architect to define an abstraction hierarchy. If required, a SME manually abstracts data from the ES.

AMA4EA requires data in ES to be available and reliable. Furthermore, data extracted from the ES must be in a format readable by AMA4EA environment and EA repository. AMA4EA is divided in preparation and execution phases.

In the preparation phase of AMA4EA, firstly a stakeholder and an architect define the desired EA model. Secondly, the DSM and architect identify relevant data sources. Thirdly, the architect identifies the abstraction hierarchy. Finally, the architect sets up AMA4EA environment. The four activities in the preparation phase are described more in detail.

1. Define the desired EA model. A stakeholder and an architect collaboratively define purpose, scope and concepts of the desired EA model. They also decide the abstraction level (e.g. business, application, technology) and abstraction aspect (e.g. functional, structural) of the desired EA model (see Section 2.2 for more details). The architect selects the type of the desired EA model (e.g. business process model, product architecture model, strategy model) and the modeling notation (e.g. ArchiMate, BPMN, UML, industry specific).

2. Identify data sources. The DSM and architect collaboratively identify which ES stores the data related to the concepts of the desired EA model. They specify the ES and location of the relevant data and the structural metadata of these data. Furthermore, they specify which interfaces will be used for extracting data from the ES (e.g. database query, APIs). In this activity, abstraction is performed by selecting certain fields from all the available fields in the ESs.

3. Identify abstraction hierarchy. The architect chooses an abstraction hierarchy in line with the purpose, scope and concepts of the desired EA model. If a suitable abstraction hierarchy is not available in AMA4EA environment or an EA repository, the architect and SME search one, for example from industrial standards, and import the searched one to both systems. If no appropriate abstraction hierarchy is found, they define a new abstraction hierarchy by specifying the concepts to be included, the organization of these concepts on different hierarchy levels and the relationship between these concepts. Subsequently, the architect imports the abstraction hierarchy to AMA4EA environment and EA repository.

4. Set-up AMA4EA environment. In this activity two tasks are completed. First, the architect creates in AMA4EA environment a dedicated data storage area to import data with the same structural metadata as those in the ESs. This ensures that AMA4EA environment can import data from ESs automatically. Second, the architect creates the structural metadata of the “main” interface of AMA4EA environment. This interface is structured in three sections. The first one contains fields of the structural metadata from the dedicated data storage area. The second one includes information for performing generalization and hierarchical abstraction. This information includes the concepts and relationships specified in the abstraction hierarchy. The third one contains the necessary information for performing abstraction from properties. The information includes a list of fields from the elements in an EA repository.

In the execution phase, AMA4EA extracts data from ESs to AMA4EA environment. An ES is used by enterprises to run their business. AMA4EA environment abstracts the data automatically by using an abstraction algorithm. The abstraction algorithm queries AMA4EA environment for previous manual abstractions and applies them to the extracted data. If the abstraction algorithm cannot abstract some data, AMA4EA environment supports an SME to manually abstract the remaining data. These new manual abstractions are then saved by the abstraction algorithm to AMA4EA environment that will automatically abstract the same data in the future. As a result,
AMA4EA environment can abstract automatically different types of data extracted from various ESs. Data with abstraction is imported by an EA repository. At first, the instantiate and position algorithm automatically instantiates elements containing these data with abstraction in the EA repository. Then, the same algorithm automatically presents these elements in the desired EA model.

The three activities in the execution phase are described more in detail.

1. *Extract data from ES to AMA4EA environment.* The DSM extracts data from an ES. The automatic execution of this activity depends on how frequent a stakeholder requires an updated version of the desired EA model or the number of EA models required. If beneficial, the DSM may extract the data automatically by using enterprise integration software (e.g., middleware, extract-transform-load software, robotic process automation) in order to reduce the manual effort required for extracting and transferring data. The software can also control the data quality for increasing the reliability of the data.

2. The data from the ES will be automatically imported by using the data import algorithm in AMA4EA environment. This algorithm parses data and stores them in a dedicated data storage area in AMA4EA environment that has the same structural metadata of the ES.

3. *Abstract data in AMA4EA environment.* The abstraction algorithm queries AMA4EA environment for previous manual abstractions and applies to the data the three types of abstraction specified in the last activity of the preparation phase – abstraction from properties, generalization and hierarchical abstraction. The abstraction algorithm also assesses if all the data have been abstracted. If some of the data lack abstraction, this algorithm notifies the architect who shares AMA4EA environment with the SME and requires the SME to manually abstract the remaining data. The SME abstracts data by mapping the fields from the ES to the corresponding the fields of the elements in the EA repository. Moreover, the SME relates the data to the concepts in the abstraction hierarchy. The abstraction algorithm saves the manual abstractions in AMA4EA environment.

4. *Create the desired EA model.* The instantiate and position algorithm imports data with abstraction from AMA4EA environment to the EA repository. This algorithm parses data with abstraction and instantiates new elements in the EA repository storing additional information in the elements’ fields. The instantiate and position algorithm creates the desired EA model and adds these instantiated elements in the desired EA model. During this activity this algorithm structures the EA model by determining the position of elements in the desired EA model. Different algorithms can be used to determine the position of elements, from simple ones that position elements in a sequential order (e.g., left to right, or top to bottom), to more advanced ones like genetic algorithms [3, p. 309].

4  **Demonstration of AMA4EA in an Industry 4.0 Laboratory**

The demonstration of AMA4EA focuses on EA models pertaining to the business abstraction level because this abstraction level is underresearched, see Section 2.3. AMA4EA was demonstrated in the Smart Production Laboratory at Aalborg University [18] in 2018 (see Figure 1). The Smart Production Laboratory “is a Learning Factory [18] and it includes a fully automated small production line integrating and demonstrating various Industry 4.0 concepts and technologies” [19, p. 28]. It replicates industrial environments by including state-of-the-art production technologies both in terms of production equipment and software applications [18]. Students, researchers and practitioners collaborate in the development of new technologies and solutions for the manufacturing industry. In this demonstration, we focused on the simplified “mobile phone” shown in Figure 1. This mobile phone is composed of four parts: back-cover, top-cover, circuit board, and fuses. The production process of this mobile phone involves assembly, drilling and inspection activities.

In this demonstration of AMA4EA, we abstracted data from the laboratory’s ERP system and MES to production concepts (e.g. lay component on top, drilling, check properties).
Additionally, we implemented the “Production Process Classification” [20] as abstraction hierarchy to further abstract production concepts. The Production Process Classification used originated from industrial standards. Furthermore, AMA4EA instantiated automatically the concepts in the classification in QualiWare’s EA repository and created a business process model.

Since this was the first demonstration of AMA4EA, we focused on the manual abstraction activities necessary for the automated execution of AMA4EA. The stakeholder was the laboratory manager and the first author acted as architect, DSM and SME. Furthermore, we used FESTO MES (MES4) and SAP ERP system (version 6.0) as ESs, QualiWare’s EA repository [21] (QLM version 6.6) and a Microsoft Excel file as AMA4EA environment. Figure 2 presents screenshots of these systems.

*Figure 1. Overview of the Smart Production Lab [19] and simplified “mobile phone”*

*Figure 2. Enterprise Systems and EA repository used in the demonstration*

---

1 https://www.festo-didactic.com/int-en/learning-systems/mps-the-modular-production-system/mes4.htm?fbid=aW50LmVuLjU1Ny4xNy4xOC41ODUuNTM3NjA
4.1 Preparation Phase of the Demonstration

The *define the desired EA model* activity started with a meeting between the stakeholder and the first author to discuss about the desired EA model. The purpose of the desired EA model was to provide a visual representation of the production process that the stakeholder could use to introduce the laboratory to master degree students. The scope of the model was limited to the production process of the mobile phone. The desired EA model included activities of the production process and the relationship between these activities to show the sequence flow. The abstraction level of the desired EA model was the business abstraction level. The desired EA model focused on the functional aspect of the production process. The type of desired EA model chosen was a business process model. The modeling notation for the desired EA model was an industry specific modeling notation for production processes, namely Production Process Classification [20]. An example of this modeling notation is presented in Figure 3.

![Production Process Classification](https://help.sap.com/saphelp_46c/helpdata/en/03/bb1d06a6e811d189010000e8323492/frameset.htm)

*Figure 3. Example of Production Process Classification [20] and modeling notation used in the demonstration*

The *identify data sources* activity was performed by selecting the two ESs managing production processes at the laboratory, namely SAP ERP and FESTO MES4. The data in the ESs were analyzed and the tables containing the data related to the production process of the mobile phone were identified. In SAP ERP system, the “Routing: Operations Overview” table was selected since it contains\(^\S\): “operations and sub-operation, which describe the process steps in the routing; the work center where they are carried out; and a short description of the process step”. The location of the “Routing: Operations Overview” table in SAP ERP is the following: SAP Menu, Logistics, Production, Master Data, Routings, Routings, Standard Routings, Display. In order to create the desired EA model, abstraction from properties was performed by selecting the 12 fields from the “Routing: Operations Overview” table (see below).

Operation, SOP, Work center, Plnt, Control Key, Standard text key, Description, Base Quantity, Unit of measure for Op., Machine, Unit, Activity Type.

In FESTO MES4, the “tblStepDef” table was selected because it contained the steps of the production process and their sequence. The structural metadata of this table included the fields relevant for the purpose of the desired EA model (see below).

WPNo, StepNo, Description, OpNo, NextStepNo, FirstStep, ErrorStepNo, NewPNo, OpNoType, ResourceID, TransportTime, ErrorStep, SqlWrite.

\(^\S\) https://help.sap.com/saphelp_46c/helpdata/en/03/bb1d06a6e811d189010000e8323492/frameset.htm
The operation field from the “Routing: Operations Overview” table and StepNo field from the “tblStepDef” table corresponded semantically. Therefore, these fields were the keys to relate data between the two tables. The structural metadata of these tables were stored in a text document. This demonstration did not require dedicated interfaces for extracting data from the ESs since data could be extracted by simply copying the data from the ESs to AMA4EA environment.

The *identify abstraction hierarchy* activity was executed by searching an abstraction hierarchy. Because the laboratory did not have an available one in support of creating the desired EA model, the abstraction hierarchy of the Production Process Classification [20] was chosen (see example in Figure 3). Table 2 shows how the classification is mapped to the functional abstraction hierarchy [14].

**Table 2.** Mapping of the Production Process Classification [20] to the functional abstraction hierarchy [14] used in the demonstration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Levels of the functional abstraction hierarchy [14]</th>
<th>Levels of the Production Process Classification [20]</th>
<th>Examples from the demonstration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Functional Purpose (FP)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Produce a mobile phone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstract Function (AF)</td>
<td>Production Category</td>
<td>1. Manufacturing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Material handling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. Test and inspection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4. Control and planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generalized Function (GF)</td>
<td>Process Family &amp; Process Class</td>
<td>Manufacturing → Assembly, Fastening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Function (PF)</td>
<td>Process Subclass</td>
<td>Fastening → Bolting, Riveting, Screwing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical form (P)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Screwing → Screwing machine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Production Process Classification was in line with the purpose, scope and concepts of the desired EA model. In addition, the four levels of the Production Process Classification could be matched with the five levels of the functional abstraction hierarchy [14]. At the functional purpose (FP) level, the purpose of the laboratory was to produce a mobile phone. To fulfil this purpose, four abstract functions were required: (1) manufacturing, (2) material handling, (3) test and inspection, and (4) control and planning. These abstract functions (AF) were more concretely implemented by generalized functions. These generalized functions (GF) were specified in the Production Process Classification in two levels, process family and process class. For example, the manufacturing abstract function was implemented using assembly and fastening concepts. Generalized functions were even physically implemented by concepts at the physical function (PF) level. For example the fastening general function was physically executed either as bolting, riveting, or screwing. Physical functions were directly related to the physical form (P) level as a specific production activity or equipment existing in reality.

The concepts and relationships of the Production Process Classification were imported in a dedicated sheet in AMA4EA environment. The text file defining the metadata of the “Activity” element in QualiWare’s EA repository was extended. Firstly, four fields were added, one for each level of the Production Process Classification – process category, process families, process classes, and process subclasses (see Figure 4). Secondly, in the same text file the concepts and relationships between them were specified. This will enable the automated abstraction of data in the execution phase.
The set-up AMA4EA environment activity is also key to enable automated abstraction in the execution phase. A data storage area was created in AMA4EA environment that included: one sheet for importing data from SAP ERP, and one for importing data from FESTO MES4. In each sheet, the structural metadata of the specific ES was replicated. In the “import from ERP” sheet, the fields selected in the preparation phase were specified. In the “import from MES” sheet, all the fields in FESTO MES4 were specified. The “main” sheet was created in AMA4EA environment. This “main” sheet is where the relevant data from the data storage area will be abstracted. As specified in activity 4 of the preparation phase, information to enable abstraction from properties, generalization and hierarchical abstraction was copied in the “main” sheet. The structural metadata of the “main” sheet is the following:

- one column for each field in “import from ERP” sheet (see Figure 5b);
- followed on the right by the “Next step” column for the NextStepNo field from the “import from MES” sheet;
- followed on the right by one column for each of the levels of the Production Process Classification;
- followed on the right by an extra column to specify the name displayed in the EA model (see Figure 5c). This last column is required to distinguish between abstracted elements that would otherwise not be distinguishable.

The mapping between the fields from the ESs and the fields of the elements in the EA repository was excluded from AMA4EA environment in this demonstration. Instead, this mapping was included in the instantiate and position algorithm that created the desired EA model in the execution phase.

4.2 Execution Phase of the Demonstration

The extract data from ES to AMA4EA environment activity was manually executed. For the data in the “Routing: Operations Overview” table of SAP ERP, the data of the fields selected in the identify data sources activity of the preparation phase were copied to the “import from ERP” sheet in AMA4EA environment. Figure 5a shows the data in SAP ERP. For the data in the “tblStepDef” table of FESTO MES4, all the data in the table were copied to the “import from MES” sheet in AMA4EA environment. Afterwards, data from these sheets was automatically
copied to the “main” sheet using Excel formulas. An Excel formula is “an expression which calculates the value of a cell”\(^\text{**}\) in an Excel file. The implementation of the \textit{data import algorithm} was not necessary since the data were imported automatically using Excel formulas.

In this demonstration, AMA4EA was executed for the first time in the laboratory. Therefore AMA4EA environment did not contain previous abstractions and for this reason we did not execute the \textit{abstraction algorithm}. The \textit{abstract data in AMA4EA environment} activity was performed manually. The data in the “main” sheet were analyzed and concepts from the Production Process Classification were assigned based on the data provided (see Figure 5b and Figure 5c). Operations 30 “Robot Assembly” and 50 “Lid Placement” were both abstracted to the “Lay&PutOn” production concept. For this reason their label and symbol should have been the same in the desired EA model. To allow the stakeholder to identify which “Lay&PutOn” concept related to operation 30 and which one to operation 50, the labels were extended in the last column of the “main” AMA4EA environment respectively to “Lay&PutOn components” and “Lay&PutOn Lid”. Figure 5d provides another visualization of the results of the abstraction activity.

The \textit{Instantiate and position algorithm} imported data with abstraction from AMA4EA environment to QualiWare’s EA repository. In addition, it instantiated “Activity” and “SequenceFlow” elements in QualiWare’s EA repository. The “Activity” elements stored abstraction information in the dedicated fields that were developed in the \textit{identify abstraction hierarchy} activity in the preparation phase. The \textit{Instantiate and position algorithm} also determined the position of the elements in the business process model and their sequence flow, as shown in Figure 5e. The pseudo code is shown in algorithm 1.

\begin{algorithm}
\caption{Pseudocode of the instantiate and position algorithm used in the demonstration}
Create Business Process Diagram in the EA repository
  Ask user to insert the name of the diagram
Open an excel file contained in a specific folder
  Access the "main" sheet
  For each row in the sheet
  Create Activity and SequenceFlow elements in the EA repository
  Assign fields from the "main" sheet to the fields in Activity element
  Assign position (from left to right)
  Instantiate Activity in the EA model
  Instantiate the SequenceFlow elements between Activities
End
\end{algorithm}

Since the process modelled did not have branches, the position of elements was assigned in a sequential order from left to right. For more complex business process model, specific algorithms determine the position of elements [22], [23].

\texttt{**https://www.excel-easy.com/introduction/formulas-functions.html}
We evaluated AMA4EA with the laboratory manager. We assessed the usability, utility and applicability of AMA4EA. Usability evaluates the degree to which the stakeholder was able to easily apply AMA4EA. Utility evaluates the degree to which AMA4EA was useful for automatically creating EA models. Applicability measures the degree to which AMA4EA can be applied in various industrial environments. In addition, we discussed future developments of AMA4EA.

The first author presented AMA4EA to the laboratory manager. The stakeholder confirmed that the method was usable since he could have executed AMA4EA himself. He also explained that AMA4EA was useful because it abstracted data from SAP ERP and FESTO MES4 to a more readable and understandable format. Furthermore, he said that AMA4EA is able to transform data in these systems from being understandable only from SMEs to be understandable
by stakeholders who have not worked with these specific applications before (e.g. high level managers).

The author presented to the stakeholder two versions of the business process model, one that was generated using only the data from ESs and one that used data with abstraction, see Figure 6. The first model represented elements using standard “business activity” modeling notation and the naming available in SAP ERP, see Figure 5a and Figure 6a. The second model represented elements using the industrial modeling notation from the Production Process Classification and the naming resulting from the abstraction activities. The stakeholder expressed that the model automatically generated without abstraction (Figure 6a) was hard to read and of little use since it represented activities in an unclear way and the model included very little information. In contrast, he thought that “going from the raw model [Figure 6a] to the one with the classifications [Figure 6b] is a big step for the industry because they get much more information into the same model”.

Moreover, the stakeholder proactively presented a list of extensions to AMA4EA. He recommended to create a business process model for the different mobile phones since each mobile phone has its activities. Once the models for all mobile phones have been developed, he recommended to create generic business process model that overlaps the activities in common in the different models and represent distinctively the ones specific to a mobile phone. “This would be valuable if you want to know if these ten products can be produced on the same production line”.

Figure 6. Model comparison between execution of the process with and without abstraction activity

5 Discussion

This paper addresses the limitations of existing automated EA documentation and modeling methods. As summarized in Table 1, the three limitations were insufficient coverage of the business data, too detailed data from ESs for creating EA models, and lack of logical explanation of the automated methods. This paper proposes AMA4EA and demonstrates it in an Industry 4.0 laboratory. AMA4EA abstracted detailed data from ESs to production concepts. The abstraction was achieved leveraging the Production Process Classification as functional abstraction hierarchy. AMA4EA automatically instantiated production concepts in elements in QualiWare’s EA repository and automatically created a business process model presenting these elements.

AMA4EA addressed the limitations of automated EA documentation and modeling with the three contributions. First, in addition to cover abstraction at application and technology levels, AMA4EA can focus on the business abstraction level by creating a business process model automatically. Business process models are common EA models at the business abstraction level [3]. AMA4EA created useful and simplified representation of business data automatically.

Second, AMA4EA introduced abstraction hierarchy in automated EA documentation and modeling methods. AMA4EA is unique in the implementation of an abstraction hierarchy that
allowed to abstract detailed data from ESs to production concepts at the abstraction level required. This addresses the main challenge for automated EA documentation [5], [8]. It supported the stakeholder to implement a uniform structural metadata and to easily understand detailed business data providing a simplified visualization.

Third, AMA4EA and its algorithms were logically explained more in detail compared to the existing automated EA documentation and modeling methods. In contrast with the existing methods, AMA4EA’s logical explanation was provided. This include the demonstration of how the uniform structural metadata was implemented, how the EA models were created and how the elements were positioned in the EA model was outlined.

These contributions have three main implications for industry. First, AMA4EA can support stakeholders by automatically creating a useful simplified representation of business data. As the stakeholder said, AMA4EA automated creation of EA models at the business abstraction level is a “big step for the industry because they get much more information into the same model”. Second, AMA4EA can support stakeholders in understanding, managing and extracting value from detailed business data. The benefits of AMA4EA are expected to be increase when new ESs, that will manage large amount of data, will be used by companies. Third, the detailed explanation of AMA4EA and its demonstration enable companies to understand the AMA4EA and apply it.

Our research has four main limitations. First, although the Industry 4.0 laboratory replicates industrial environments, the demonstration of AMA4EA included in this paper used products and production processes are less complex than most of the manufacturing processes in industry. Higher product and production process complexity will require further developments of the instantiate and position algorithm. Second, the data import and abstraction algorithms in AMA4EA were described in the Section 3 but not demonstrated in Section 4. Third, the demonstration focused on one domain, namely production processes. Fourth, our demonstration assumes that data from ES is complete and correct.

Although AMA4EA was applied in the manufacturing industry in this demonstration, it could also be applied in other industries. The abstraction hierarchy (Production Process Classification) was the only industry specific element of AMA4EA. By changing abstraction hierarchy, AMA4EA can be applied in other industries.

In order to address the limitations encountered in the demonstration of AMA4EA, future research will focus on the use of complex industrial data. We will also demonstrate the execution of the remaining algorithms in AMA4EA. We plan to apply AMA4EA in other domains, namely products and manufacturing equipment. In addition, we will gather more empirical evidence to demonstrate that AMA4EA could be applied also the create EA models on the application and technology levels. Finally, future research will further develop the method to operate in cases where data from ES is either incomplete or incorrect. For example, by implementing a closed loop mechanism that allows for the correction of data in the EA model and replicates the corrections in the ES.

6 Conclusion

The paradigm shift towards Industry 4.0 poses challenges for companies for handling large amount of data for creating business value. The state-of-the-art of EA research provides limited knowledge for addressing this problem. AMA4EA is the method to automatically abstract detailed data from ESs to concepts. AMA4EA is an innovative and novel method, that contributes new knowledge to automated EA documentation and modeling methods. AMA4EA introduces an abstraction hierarchy in automated EA documentation and modeling methods, and creates EA models at various abstraction levels. AMA4EA also implements a uniform structural metadata of business data. It also generates a simplified and useful visualization of detailed business data which can be easily communicated to and understood by different stakeholders.
Hence, AMA4EA addresses the limitations of the automatic EA documentation and modeling methods.

The demonstration provides sufficient evidence that the method can be used in an Industry 4.0 environment. The implementation of AMA4EA is expected to create more business values for companies transforming towards Industry 4.0.
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